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NYSEstocks have higher
average returns than NASD
stocks of similar size. This

costs. We offer an alternative explanation: Higher NYSE returns
are compensation for higher
risks.
Our tests apply the risk-return
results of Famaand French.2They
show that three risk factors-a
market factor and factors related
to size (marketcapitalization)and
book-to-market equity-do
a
good job explaining average
stock returns. We find that the
differences between NYSE and
NASD average returns are largely
attributableto the way the returns
on NYSEand NASDstocks of similar size load on the book-tomarket risk factor in returns. Specifically, controlling for size,
NYSEstocks are more sensitive to
the risk factor related to book-tomarket-equity and, as a result,
they have higher average returns.

study finds that the higher
NYSEreturns are compensation for higher risks.Measured by book-to-marketequity ratios, NYSEfirms
are more distressed than
NASDfirms of similar size.
Moreover, NYSEstocks are
more sensitive to the risk
factor in returns related to
distress. Thepremium for
this risk explains the higher
NYSEreturns.
Fama and French also find that
the sensitivity of a stock's return
to the book-to-market risk factor
is related to relative distress.3
Stocks with high sensitivity tend
to be firms with persistently poor
earnings, which lead to low stock
prices and high book-to-marketequity (BE/ME)ratios. Stocks with
low sensitivity to the book-tomarket risk factor tend to have
persistently high earnings, which
lead to low BE/ME. Chan and
Chen also argue that relative distress represents a risk factor that
is compensated for in average
returns.

small, so for them low market
capitalization is not a sign of distress. Conversely, large NASD
stocks are almost certainly robust
growth firms, with high stock
prices and low book-to-marketequity ratios, whereas large NYSE
stocks can become distressed but
remain large in terms of market
capitalization.Thus, for large and
small stocks, distress is likely to
be more common for NYSEthan
for NASDstocks.
As evidence of these differences
in fiscal health, we find that (1)
average book-to-market-equityratios for NYSE stocks are higher
than for NASDstocks of comparable size, and (2) controlling for
size, NYSEstock returns are more
sensitive to the book-to-market
risk factor in returns. Most important, the book-to-market risk factor explains the differences between NYSE and NASD average
returns. After adjusting for the
risk premium associated with the
book-to-market factor, the differences between the average returns on NYSEand NASD stocks
of similar size largely disappear.

Stocks on the New York Stock
Exchange(NYSE)have higher average returnsthan stocks of similar size (market capitalization)
on the NationalAssociationof SeThe Puzzle
curity Dealers (NASD) system.
Our return tests compare all
For example, for stocks in the
NYSE and NASD stocks on the
smallest-sizequintile,the annualCenter for Research in Security
ized monthlyNYSEreturnforJuly
Prices (CRSP)tapes from 1973 to
1973 to December 1991is almost
1991. Using NYSEquintile break4%greaterthanthe NASDreturn.
points calculated in June of each
The puzzlingdifferencebetween
year t, we assign NYSEand NASD
NYSEand NASDreturns has atstocks to size quintiles, then comtractedmuch attention,and it has
caused some portfolio managers We argue that, in any given size pute monthly value-weighted regroup, distress is likely to be turns on the quintile portfolios
to eschew NASDstocks.
Reinganumsuggests that the difference between NYSEand NASD
returns is due to liquidity.1He
arguesthattradingcosts for small
stocks are higher on the NYSE
than on the NASDsystem, and
that the higher NYSEreturnsare
compensation for these higher

more common for NYSE stocks
than for NASDstocks. Manysmall
NYSEstocks were once large but
have fallen on hard times. Because their prospects are poor,
these fallen angels have low stock
prices and high book-to-marketequity ratios. In contrast, most
NASD stocks have always been
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from Julyof year t to June of t + 1. z
These monthly returns are annualized by multiplying by 12.
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Table I confirms that, for all but U
the largest stocks, NYSE returns z4
are higher than the returns on
NASD stocks of similar size. For
quintiles 2, 3 and 5 (the smallest 37
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TableI AverageAnnualizedMonthlyReturnsand SummaryStatis- Glossary
tics for NYSEand NASDSize Quintiles,1973-1991
Full
Exchange

Quintiles
Large

2

3

Value-Weighted Monthly Returns, July 1973-December
(%, annualized)
NYSEReturns
12.65
16.55
16.48
18.79
296
293

17.72
19.67
291

17.60
21.43
291

18.29
23.51
291

Average Return
Std. Dev. of Return
Avg. Number of Firms

14.13
19.94
2929

NASDReturns
13.50
12.68
23.84
20.71
13
59

14.06
19.90
169

15.86
19.98
329

14.31
20.44
2359

3.66
5.81
2.71

1.75
6.32
1.19

3.98
8.09
2.12

NYSEReturns-NASDReturns
-0.57
-0.85
3.87
7.06
7.51
13.27
-0.33
-0.28
2.36

Summary Statistics, June 1973-June 1991
(averages of annual observations)
Average BE/ME
0.68
0.64
0.80
0.86
0.64
0.42
0.58
0.68

0.98
0.73

1.21
0.82

NYSE
NASD

Average BE/MEusing only Firms witb Positive Book Equity
0.68
0.64
0.81
0.87
1.01
0.64
0.42
0.68
0.59
0.73

1.32
0.85

NYSE
NASD

Average Market Equity
861.0
3122.2
548.1
72.0
2053.6
634.7

NYSE
NASD

216.9
249.2

91.5
105.2

32.9
16.7

Average Proportion of Exchange Value
100.0
12.8
79.4
5.0
100.0
17.1
23.0
23.3

2.1
17.6

0.8
19.0

In June of each year t, we rank NYSEstocks on size (price times shares outstanding). Using the
quintile size breakpoints obtained from NYSEstocks, we then form five NYSEand five NASD
portfolios and compute monthly value-weighted returns on the portfolios from July of year t to
June of t + 1. Annualized returns t (here and throughout) are these monthly returns times 12.
The summary statistics-BE/ME, market equity and the proportion of exchange value-are
computed in June of each year t 1973-91, then averaged across the 19 years. We define book
equity, BE, as the Compustat book value of stockholders' equity, plus balance sheet deferred
taxes and investment tax credit (if available), minus the book value of preferred stock.
Depending on availability,we use the redemption, liquidation or par value (in that order) to
estimate the book value of preferred stock. Book-to-market-equity,BE/ME,for a portfolio in June
of t is the combined book equity for the fiscal year ending in calendar year t - 1 for all stocks
in the portfolio, divided by their combined market equity at the end of December of t - 1.
We include all NYSEand NASD firms with ordinary common equity (as classified by CRSP)
when computing the exchange and quintile returns. Firms must also have Compustat book
equity data to be included in the summary statistics.
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13.56
16.78
1463

NYSE
NASD
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Average Return
Std. Dev. of Return
Avg. Number of Firms

Average Difference
Std. Dev. of Diff.
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stocks), the annualized monthly
NYSEreturn for July 1973 to December 1991 is at least 3.66%
above the NASD return, and the
difference in average returns is at
least 2.12 standard errors from
zero. Large (quintile 1) NASD
stocks have a higher average return than the comparable NYSE
stocks, but there are on average

*'Relative Distress:
The sensitivity of a stock's return to the risk factor related
to distress. Stocks with high
sensitivity tend to have poor
earnings, which lead to low
stock prices and high book-tomarket-equity(BE/ME)ratios.
Stocks with low sensitivity
tend to be growth stocks that
have high earnings and low
BE/ME.
*.Standard Error:
A measure of the uncertainty
associated with a statistical
estimate.
* Tbree-Factor Model:
A model in which stock returns are explained by a market factor and risk factors related to size (market
capitalization) and distress
(measured by book-to-marketequity ratio).
*Value-Weigbted Returns:
Returns on portfolios where
each stock is weighted by its
market capitalization divided
by the combined market capitalization of all stocks in the
portfolio.

tivity to the risk factor in returns
related to book-to-market-equity.
The BE/ME ratios for the NYSE
and NASD quintiles in Table I
foreshadow this result. Book-tomarket-equity is higher for each
NYSEquintile than for its NASD
counterpart. For example, the
BE/MEratios for NYSEstocks in
the smallest and largest quintiles,
1.21 and 0.64, are almost 50%
larger than the NASD ratios, 0.82
only 13 NASDstocks in this port- and 0.42.
folio, and the difference between
NYSEand NASDreturns, -0.85%, Higher book-to-market-equityrais only 0.28 standarderrors below tios in every quintile imply that,
controlling for size, NYSE firms
zero.
tend to be more distressed than
Our centerpiece regression tests NASDfirms. We find that the risk
will show that the higher NYSE premium associated with this relreturns compensate for higher ative distress explains the higher
risk-in particular, higher sensi- average returns on NYSEstocks.

TableII Means,StandardDeviations(Std.) and Correlationsfor the
Monthly Explanatory Returns (%, annualized) in the
Three-FactorTime-SeriesRegressions, 7/73-12/91 (222
monthly observations)
Name
RM
RF
RM-RF
SMB
HML

Mean
13.66
7.49
6.16
3.76
4.81

Std.
17.17
0.75
17.27
9.58
9.36

t (Mean)
3.41
42.95
1.53
1.68
2.20

Correlations
RM
-0.12
1.00
0.28
-0.45

RF
1.00
-0.16
-0.08
0.10

RM-RF

SMB

HML

1.00
0.28
-0.46

1.00
-0.01

1.00

SMB (small minus big) and HML(high minus low) are portfolios meant to mimic risk factors in
returns related to size and book-to-market-equity.We use six portfolios to construct SMB and
HML.In June of each year t from 1979 to 1991, all NYSEstocks on CRSPare ranked on size (price
times shares). The median NYSE size is then used to split NYSE,NASD and American Stock
Exchange (Amex) stocks into two groups, small or big (S or B). We also break NYSE,NASDand
Amex stocks into three book-to-market-equitygroups based on the breakpoints for the bottom
30% (Low), middle 40% (Medium) and top 30% (High) of the ranked values of BE/MEfor NYSE
stocks. We do not use firms with negative book equity (which are rare prior to 1980) when
calculating the breakpoints for BE/MEor when forming the size-BE/MEportfolios. Also, we
include only firms with ordinary common equity (as classified by CRSP)in the tests;ADRs,REITs
and units of beneficial interest are excluded.
We construct six portfolios (S/L,S/M,S/H, B/L,B/M,B/H) from the intersections of the two ME
and the three BE/MEgroups. For example, the S/Lportfolio contains the stocks in the small-ME
group that are also in the low-BE/MEgroup, while the B/H portfolio contains the big-MEstocks
that also have high BE/ME.Monthlyvalue-weighted returns on the six portfolios are calculated
from July of year t to June of t + 1, and the portfolios are reformed in June of t + 1. We calculate
returns beginning in July of year t to be sure that book equity for year t - 1 is known.
To be included in the explanatory returns, a firm must have CRSPstock prices for December
of each year t - 1 andJune of t and Compustatbook equity data for year t - 1. Moreover, to avoid
the survivor bias inherent in the way Compustat adds firms to its tapes, we do not include firms
until they have appeared on Compustatfor two years.`l (Compustatsays they rarely include more
than two years of historical data when they add firms.)
SMB is the difference, each month, between the simple average of the returns on the three
small-stock portfolios (S/L, S/M and S/H) and the simple average of the returns on the three
big-stock portfolios (B/L,B/M and B/H). SMBis thus the difference between the returns on small
and big-stock portfolios with about the same weighted-average book-to-market-equityratios.
HMLis the difference, each month, between the simple average of the returns on the two
high-BE/MEportfolios (S/H and B/H) and the average of the returns on the two low-BE/ME
portfolios (S/Land B/L). HMLis thus the difference between the return on high and low-BE/ME
portfolios with about the same weighted average size.
RMis the return on the value-weighted portfolio of stocks in the six size-BE/MEportfolios, plus
the negative-BE stocks excluded from the portfolios. RF is the one-month Treasury bill rate,
observed at the beginning of the month. RM-RFis our proxy for the market factor in stock
returns.

But before presenting the evidence, we discuss the assetpricing model used in our tests.

A Three-Factor

Story

Fama and French find that a
three-factor
asset-pricing
model explains the average returns on NYSE,AMEXand NASD
stocks.5 In their model, a security's expected return is determined by its sensitivities to an
overall market risk factor and risk
factors related to size and bookto-market-equity.The sensitivities
are estimated by regressing the
time series of the security's re-

turns on proxies for the common
risk factors:

for month t on a value-weighted
market portfolio of stocks; and
SMB(t) and HML(t) are the returns on portfolios constructed to
mimic size and book-to-marketequity risk factors in returns.
The three-factor model is a special case of the multifactor assetpricing models of Merton and
Ross,which in turn generalize the
one-factor model of Sharpe and
Lintner.6 In the one-factor model,
there is one common or undiversifiable risk-uncertainty about
the market return. A security's
expected return is determined
only by bi, the sensitivity of its
return to the market return. The
richer multifactor models allow
additional sources of common, or
undiversifiable, risk.
In the three-factormodel, the two
additional risk factors are constructed to mimic undiversifiable
risks related to size and book-tomarket-equity, variables that
Fama and French show are
strongly related to average stock
returns.7 SMB (small minus big),
meant to mimic the size factor in
returns, is the difference between
the returns on small-stock and
big-stock portfolios with about
the same weighted-average bookto-market-equity.HML (high minus low), a proxy for the risk
factor in returns related to bookto-market-equity,is the difference
between the returns on highBE/MEand low-BE/MEportfolios
with about the same weighted
average size. (SMB and HMLare
defined precisely in Table II.)

me

If the three-factor model is correct, the intercept ai in regression
(1) should be indistinguishable
1
Eq.
from zero. The logic is straight- z
forward. The dependent variable 4
in regression (1) is the excess
Ri(t) - RF(t) =
return on an asset. From an investment perspective, the excess z
ai + bi[RM(t) - RF(t)] + siSMB(t)
return is the return on a long 0
+ hiHML(t) + ei(t). position in the asset, financed by
a short position in the risk-free
In this regression, R,(t) - RF(t) is asset. Because the excess return is -z
the return on asset i in excess of obtained with no net investment, 49
the risk-free rate (the one-month there should be no compensation
Treasury bill rate) for month t; for tying up wealth. If the exRM(t) - RF(t) is the excess return pected excess return on the asset

Table III Regressions of Value-Weighted Monthly Quintile Returns
on Proxies for Market (RM-RF),Size (SMB) and Book-toMarket (HML) Risk Factors in Returns, July 1973December 1991 (222 months)
R(t)Quintile
Big
2
3
4
Small

Big
2
3
4
Small

Big
2
3
4
Small

m

z
z
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U

z
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RF(t) = a + b [RM(t)
a
0.05
(0.20)
0.47
(0.55)
0.27
(0.35)
-1.48
(-1.81)
-2.95
(-2.67)

-

RF(t)] + sSMB + hHML + e

s
b
NYSEQuintile Returns
-0.22
0.98
(-27.86)
(196.88)
0.29
1.06
(10.94)
(64.07)
0.63
1.03
(26.81)
(70.61)
0.93
1.05
(36.73)
(66.70)
1.19
1.08
(35.20)
(51.02)
NASD Quintile Returns
0.02
1.06
(0.18)
(19.91)
0.37
1.05
(8.30)
(37.64)
0.59
0.97
(15.81)
(41.53)
0.76
0.95
(29.04)
(58.24)
1.04
0.87
(31.52)
(42.24)

b

RZ

-0.02
(-2.35)
0.20
(6.75)
0.26
(9.85)
0.34
(12.37)
0.54
(14.39)

1.00

-0.52
1.91
(-5.51)
(0.69)
-0.13
-2.01
(-2.73)
(-1.39)
-0.06
-1.37
(-1.35)
(-1.12)
-0.03
-0.20
(-0.92)
(-0.24)
0.02
-2.54
(0.59)
(-2.37)
Difference between NYSEQuintile and NASD Quintile Returns
-0.24
0.50
-1.86
-0.08
(5.13)
(-2.71)
(-0.65)
(-1.45)
0.33
-0.08
2.48
0.01
(6.39)
(-1.68)
(0.49)
(1.62)
0.31
0.04
0.06
1.63
(7.35)
(0.95)
(2.63)
(1.31)
0.37
0.17
-1.28
0.10
(8.79)
(4.38)
(4.18)
(-1.03)
0.21
0.16
0.52
-0.41
(10.02)
(3.34)
(7.28)
(-0.27)

0.96
0.97
0.97
0.96

0.77
0.92
0.94
0.97
0.95

0.20
0.18
0.20
0.33
0.39

TheNYSEandNASDquintilesareformedin Juneof eachyeart, 1973-91,usingsize breakpoints
returnson
determinedby NYSEstocks.The dependentvariablesare the excess value-weighted
these portfolios(andthe differencebetweenthe NYSEandNASDreturns)forJulyof t to Juneof
t+ 1.
Theregressionsareestimatedwithmonthlyreturns,but the intercepts,a, are percentagesper
year.(Theyarethe monthlyinterceptsmultipliedby 12.)Thenumbersin parenthesesbelowthe
regressioninterceptsand slopes are t-statistics.
SMBand HML.
See TableII for definitionsof RM-RF,

is different from zero, it must be
compensation for risk. Since risk
premiums are captured by the
factor returns (RM-RF,SMB and
HML)and their slopes in regression (1), the intercept should be
close to zero.

the asset's average return that is
not explained by the three risk
factors. If the three-factor model
captures equilibrium asset pricing, the estimated intercept, or
abnormal return, should be close
to zero for all assets.

In other words, as in the onefactor model, the sample estimate
of the intercept in regression (1)
is the three-factor abnormal average return on asset i-the part of

Famaand French estimate regression (1) for a varietyof diversified
portfolios of NYSE, Amex and
NASD stocks and find that the
intercepts are close to zero.8 They

conclude that the three-factor
model does a good job explaining stock returns. Moreover, they
find that SMB captures the size
effect in stock returns. The SMB
slope is higher for small stocks
than for big stocks, and the difference in the SMBslopes for small
and big stocks, along with a positive average SMBreturn, explains
the higher average returns on
small stocks. Fama and French
also find that the regression
slopes on HMLexplain the strong
relation between average return
and book-to-market-equity observed in their earlier paper.9
High-BE/ME stocks, which are
typicallydistressed, are more sensitive to HML.The positive average risk premium for HMLthen
says that high-BE/MEstocks have
higher average returns than lowBE/MEstocks, which are typically
robust and have low sensitivity to
HML.
The market risk factor, RM-RF,
plays an interesting role in the
three-factor model. Fama and
French find that, when SMB and
HMLare included in regression
(1), most stocks produce slopes
on RM-RFthat are close to one.
Similar slopes say that sensitivity
to the market factor does not
explain much of the variation in
average returns across stocks.
That job is left to the size and
book-to-market factors. The market factor is needed, however, to
explain why average stock returns
are above the risk-free rate. Since
the slopes on the market factor
cluster around one, the market
risk premium lifts the average
return on all stocks by roughly
the same amount.

Risk and Reward for
NYSE and NASD Stocks
Table III shows regressions of
NYSEand NASD quintile returns
for 1973-91 on the three risk
factors, RM-RF, SMB and HML.
The regressions produce slopes
like those in Fama and French.10
For example, the slopes on the
market factor are close to one,
with a minimum value of 0.87 and
a maximum of 1.08. Exposure to

market risk thus raises the average return on all the NYSE and
NASD quintiles by about 6.16%,
the average excess market return
for 1973-91. (See Table II.)

average return on an NYSEquintile and the return on the same
NASD quintile that is not explained by the three risk factors
in the regression. If the threefactor model does its job, the
The slopes on SMB,the proxy for intercepts from the difference rethe risk factor related to size, gressions should be close to zero.
increase from -0.22 for the largest NYSEquintile to 1.19 for the The intercepts for the difference
smallest. Since the average SMB regressions in Table III are all
return is 3.76%, the three-factor well within two standard errors
model says that negative expo- of zero. The intercepts for two
sure to size risk reduces the aver- quintiles are positive, and three
age return on the largest NYSE are negative. The three-factor
model thus says that, when NYSE
quintile
a bit,
-0.83%
(-0.22 3.76%), while positive and NASD returns on stocks of
size-related risk adds 4.47% similar size are adjusted for risk,
(1.19* 3.76%) to the return on the the large positive spreads of NYSE
smallest quintile. Similarly, the over NASDreturns are reduced to
slopes on SMBrise from 0.02 for small risk-adjustedreturns of ranthe largest NASD quintile to 1.04 dom sign.
for the smallest, so exposure to
In short, higher average returns
size risk adds 3.84% to the differon
NYSEstocks seem to be comence between the average returns
for higher risks. The
pensation
on the smallest and largest NASD
higher
risks
of NYSE stocks are
stocks. In short, the size factor
largely
their
stronger
exposure to
SMB is important in explaining
the
risk
factor
to book-torelated
why small stocks have higher avIn
a
market-equity.
three-factor
erage returns than big stocks.
asset-pricing model that controls
for these differences in risk, NYSE
The slopes on HML,the proxy for
stocks do not have higher riskthe risk factor related to book-toadjusted returns than NASD
market-equity, are most impor- stocks of similar size.12
tant for explaining the premiums
of NYSE returns over NASD returns. For each quintile, the NYSE Footnotes
slope on HMLexceeds the NASD 1. M R. Reinganum, 'MarketMicroslope by at least 0.31, and the
structure and AssetPricing: An Emdifferences between the NYSE
pirical Investigation of NYSEand
and NASDslopes on HMLare five
NASDAQSecurities,"Journal of Financial Economics 28 (1990), pp.
to 10 standard errors above zero.
127-47.
Thus, like the book-to-marketequity ratios in Table I, the HML 2. E F Fama and K R. French, "Common RiskFactors in the Returns on
slopes in Table III say that, conStocks and Bonds," Journal of Fitrolling for size, NYSEstocks tend
nancial Economics, forthcoming.
to be more distressed than NASD 3. Ibid, and E F Fama and K R
stocks.
French, "TheEconomic Fundamen-

The Bottom Line
Does higher risk explain why
NYSEstocks have higher average
returns than NASD stocks of similar size? The intercepts from the
regressions of the differences between NYSE and NASD quintile
returns on RM-RF,SMBand HML
in Table III give a direct answer.
Each regression intercept has a
simple interpretation: It is the
part of the difference between the
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